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ABSTRACT

Computer facilities now enable complex phonetic laboratory
techniques to be applied for application and hypothesis testing
in the voice clinic.  Three developments are described:-
• Earlier phonetic laboratory single flash stroboscopy, in

which precise timing during the laryngeal cycle is used for
image acquisition, now makes it possible to associate each
image with unique acoustic and laryngographic waveforms.
Two clinical advantages come from this approach: the
images are optimally sharp and their interpretation for the
pathological voice is enhanced.

• By using connected speech in addition to sustained sounds
phonetically relevant voice dependent parameters can be
both measured and displayed.

• The possibility of linking these methods together in one
combined system then leads to the application of
phonetically motivated speech training methods in which the
techniques of assessment are an intrinsic part of therapy.

1.  PRECISION STROBOSCOPY
The observation and simultaneous recording of vocal fold
movement is classically dependent on the use of one of two
techniques.  In the first, high speech image acquisition is used,
so that a very large number of views of the vocal folds is
obtained for a span of cycles of vibration.  In the second, images
are acquired at a rate which is controlled by the frequency of
vibration of the folds.  This last technique relies for its utility on
there being a stable vibration frequency so that stable visual
images are formed by the superposition of essentially identical
pictures, and is an application of standard stroboscopy.
In clinical practice the first method is not routinely practicable
since it neither leads to easy observation nor provides a
sufficiently focused source of information.  The second,
allthough widespread, is not intrinsically suitable for the
examination of pathological voices since it depends for its image
formation of the regularity of vibration of the folds.  The present
technique uses highly accurate single flash larynx
synchronisation for each image. The example shown in Figure 1
has been taken from a sequence which has been automatically
acquired so that eight images have been stored so as exactly to
span one vocal fold period. The picture shows the vibrating
vocal folds near the beginning of the complete open phase.  The
instant of synchronisation is indicated by a vertical line which is
derived from the laryngograph, Lx, waveform in the lower part
of the figure.  This use of single flash observation makes it
feasible to interpret an irregular pathological vibration with
reference to the nature of the electroglottographic signal, Lx, as
well as the image and it ensures that there is no image blurring.

Figure 1 Single Flash Stroboscopy

The vertical line shows the instant at which the
light flash was produced to acquire the image.
This technique makes it possible to examine
irregular phonation with unambiguous direct
reference to EGG/Lx parallel information.

single flash view, left scarred vocal fold
Fx = 310 Hz
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2.SUSTAINED PHONATION AND CONNECTED SPEECH

A very frequent paradox in the voice clinic arises from the
differences between the perceived quality of the sustained voice
and that of the same voice used for connected speech
(Titze,1995).  For the two particular pathological voices shown
here, in figs 1 & 2, and almost as a general rule, the quality of
the sustained vowel is auditorily very different from that of the
speaker’s conversational voice.  The speaker of Figure 1 is
shown as having a rather high vocal fold contact phase and she
has a relatively low jitter (~1.5%).  This is also the case for
many other pathological speakers when sustained phonation is
analysed.  The speaker above (Figure 2 with a granuloma) also
has a very low sustained vowel jitter, but with a somewhat
breathy quality.  The speaker here has a granuloma which can
clearly be seen, with the vocal folds abducted, in the photograph
above.  The accompanying inset waveforms have been derived
from a recording of a sustained vowel, [Α].  The jitter and
shimmer values are within normal limits but the contact phae
ratio is low for phonation produced at a modal frequency.  When
asked to phonate at a “comfortable pitch” speakers tend to use a
modal vocal fold frequency which, even in pathology, gives a
regularity of vibration which is not found in connected
speech.(as in Figures. 3,5,6 & 7).
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Figure 2 Sustained vowel waveforms and abducted
vocal fold image for a speaker with a granuloma
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Figure 3 First and second order Fx distributions for the
speaker above – note high frequency break in DFx2

First order fundamental frequency
distribution DFx1 (3% bin widths)

DFx2,second order
Fx distribution
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NORMAL VOICE FX DISTRIBUTIONS
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Figure 4  First and second order distributions
DFx1 & DFx2, of instantaneous vocal fold
frequency for a normal English woman
speaker

Figure 6 DFx1 and DFx2 for the pathological
voice of figure 1. (and English woman speaker
of the same age as the speaker of figure 4)

Figure 5 the second order distribution of
contact phase intervals for the speaker above

Figure 7 QFx2, for the pathological voice of
figure 2, superimposed on QFx1

Notes on Figures 3,4,5,6,& 7
 In each case, the analysis results shown in these figures have been derived from ~two minute samples of
connected speech taken from a standard read passage.  Two waveforms were simultaneously recorded, Sp the
acoustic speech signal and Lx the waveform from a laryngograph.  The combined use of these two sources of
information is of great value for the complete analysis of the samples but here only the Lx information has been
used.  Lx (electroglottographic) information is especially valuable for analyses based on vocal fold contact data
and provides a basic reference for “fundamental” frequency determination – especially when a pathological voice
is the source since the acoustic signal is then especially unreliable as a basis for both closing and closed (contact)
phase measurements.  Particular use has been made of the digram structures of this data – where only the
occurrence of two successive periods falling in the same analysis interval is taken into account, to indicate the
well defined pitch carrying components of the original speech which are of salient auditory importance.
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Figure 8 From speech waveforms to voice patterns

The top left waveforms for Sp and Lx are for a
contrastive fall-rise spoken by a woman.  The associated
Qx and Fx plots are calculated in real-time directly from
the Lx waveform and it is this type of data which has
been used for the preceding analyses.  The combined
pattern AxFx (loudness pitch) is an example of the way
in which this type of processing can be used in teaching
and in interactive therapy – since the combination of
auditorily useful information is of assistance in
understanding perceptually important speech features.
Qx, Fx and AxFx to the left show how quite complex
effects can be conveyed visually when the patterns are
produced with no temporal smoothing in a fashion
which maps on to auditory sensations of roughness.  The
top panel gives an indication of the great utility of these
pattern forms to show phonetically important contarasts.
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